
Eight years after buying into a
radical concept for keeping
hunters warm on stand, Tom

Schneider is introducing The Heater
Body Suit for sale by outdoor retail-
ers nationwide this summer and fall.

An avid bowhunter who is a life-
long Wisconsin resident, Schneider
had spent many hours shivering in
his treestand. “No matter how much
clothing I took with me, I could
never seem to stay warm.” The
owner of a refrigeration business,
he’d also spent a small fortune on
everything from undergarments to
parkas. So one day nine years ago
when he saw a 3 by 3 inch black and

white ad for The Heater Body Suit, he
sent another check off, this time to
North Carolina. That’s where Ron
Plemmons Senior and Junior had
invented and were producing an
arm-less oversized insulated suit.

Schneider didn’t care that he
looked a bit odd while he waited for
the right deer to come within range,
because he was comfortable within
an envelope of air warmed by his
body. When he heard or saw game,
he could unzip partway from the
inside, reach out to take his bow off
the hanger, and the suit would slip
off his shoulders and be out of the
way for the shot. 

Before buying the suit,
Schneider had the experience of get-
ting sweated up as he’d walk out to
and climb into his stand. Then he
could be miserably cold even if he’d
don an extra jacket and double up on
hats. With the suit rolled up against
his back, he could now get to his
hunting spot in lightweight clothes,
and then put the suit on in about 20
seconds once he was safely strapped
in his stand. After the sun rose and
the temperature climbed, he’d unzip
part way to control how much body
heat stayed trapped around him.

“I was so impressed with the
suit, I called up the owners to see if

Tom Schneider Wants Dealer

Tom Schneider demonstrates how The Heater Body Suit is used
in this left-to-right series of photos. You can wait until you see or
hear game approaching, then can unzip the suit from the inside.
The action of reaching out for the bow causes the front of the suit

to begin to pull open., As you draw, the crossed elastic straps pull
the suit off your shoulders so you have an unimpeded shot at
game. By varying the type of hat and clothing worn, the suit
works well on cool and wet fall days and on bitter winter ones.
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they needed help selling it in the
Midwest,” Schneider said.  “I went
down and met with the Plemmons
and before too much time went by, I
bought into the company. I remem-
ber asking what made you people in
North Carolina develop a cold
weather hunting suit. They told me
‘We hunt whitetails in Ohio, and it
gets bloody cold up there.’” The
Plemmons also had significant sales
closer to home, where Southeastern
hunters depended on The Heater
Body Suit for the many cold, wet
days of their extended deer seasons.

Schneider worked with the
Plemmons for a couple years, dis-
tributing and marketing the suit
from his Cleveland, Wisconsin base
while it continued to be sewn in
North Carolina. Then Steve Wagnitz

saw an ad for The Heater Body Suit
in a hunting magazine. Wagnitz is
the co-owner of Midwest Textile
Manufac-turing Corporation, which
specializes in sewing heavy fabrics at
a plant in Suamico, Wisconsin. When
Wagnitz called Schneider and found
out where the suits were being made,
he was determined to become the
company’s manufacturing partner.
He invited Schneider to drive just an
hour north to the plant and see the
advantages of having the suit made
closer to where most of the sales
were occurring, and having it sewn
by people who understand just how
cold and snowy winter can be.

Schneider convinced his part-
ners to let him move the manufac-
turing of the suit to the Midwest
Textile plant, and that’s where I

interviewed Schneider and Wagnitz
in mid-May. Schneider still owns
TSS, his refrigeration business, and
would be checking on a new soft-
serve ice cream installation later that
day of our interview. The refrigera-
tion firm goes year round but the
work load is heaviest in the spring
and early summer. In the latter half
of the year employees devote an
increasing share of their time to mar-
keting and shipping the hunting
suits, which are trucked down from
the sewing plant in Suamico and
warehoused at the sales and distrib-
ution center at the TSS headquar-
ters.

You may be aware that most
hunting clothing sold today is manu-
factured off-shore, as manufacturers
look for the most cost-effective solu-

Help In Keeping Hunters Warm

By Tim Dehn
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The bulky suits are hard to display in an archery pro shop or sporting goods store, so
CEO Tom Schneider (left) had Steve Wagnitz design miniature display suits for this
unique Point of Purchase dealer display. Wagnitiz is a co-owner of the Midwest Textile
plant where The Heater Body Suits have been produced for the past several years. He
later acquired the Lakewood line of bow and gun cases, which are also produced there.
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tion to having these “high needle”
garments cut and sewn. “High nee-
dle” is a term used to indicate that a
lot of sewing is required. Wagnitz
said a simple camo chamois shirt
consists of many components, from
cuffs to collars to sleeves to buttons,
so a significant part of the final cost
is labor. Wages are so much lower in
developing nations that the finished
garment can be sold for less even
when you factor in the cost of ship-
ping it halfway around the world and
the import fees it may have to pay as
it enters the United States.

“We’re well aware of the eco-
nomic pressure to move our manu-
facturing overseas,” Schneider said
as we sat in a conference room at the
Wisconsin sewing plant. “But we’ve
resisted that because of what Steve
and Midwest Textile offer us. They
offer us the flexibility and respon-
siveness a growing company needs.

The lead time to order, have it pro-
duced and receive clothing from
overseas suppliers is four to six
months. We literally have a lead time
of days.”

Of course Wagnitz likes to have
more time than that, and indeed the
process starts with Schneider esti-
mating sales for the year early in the
spring and ordering in the major
components. The shape-holding
body of the suit starts as rolls of
quilted material faced on either side
with a soft black tricot surface.
Inside is a thick, 300-gram layer of
3M’s Thinsulate thermal insulation
and a membrane, just under the tri-
cot on the side that will face out. The
membrane is there to block the
wind, or in the case of the company’s
water-resistant suits, to block both
wind and water. 

Along with this bulky, quilted
material Schneider orders up rolls of
quiet microfiber material, a poly-
ester chamois that’s been printed in
camouflage, along with the appro-
priate number of zippers, snaps and

straps. When you consider the com-
pany is offering a choice of three pat-
terns in five sizes, and that two of
those patterns have an additional
choice of “water resistant” mem-
brane, the inventory challenge

Getting into The Heater Body Suit is simple in newer models that
feature a zipper down to the foot, instead of too the crotch.
Schneider dons the included chest harness at home, then carries
the 7-pound suit rolled up against his back. Once in the stand he
can climb into the suit, get inside the elastic straps, and zip it up in

about 20 seconds. Guns and bows should not be kept with you in
the suit, for safety and to keep them from frosting on exposure to
cold air. The Ultimate Bow Holder shown with the treestand
below was designed by Schneider. It’s of lightweight aluminum
that folds down to 12-1/2 x 3-3/4 inches for easy carrying.

14 Circle 155 on Response Card for TenPoint
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330.628.9245    tenpointcrossbows.com

Twelve years in development, the 
GT Flex combines the most efficient recurve 
crossbow limb ever developed (85% energy 
transfer) with TenPoint’s innovative 6 Point 
Series Slider stock assembly to create three 
versatile recurve crossbows in one.

Locked in its 180-pound position, it is a lethal 
300 fps deer hunter. Fixed in its 125-pound 
position, there is nothing better for harvesting 
turkey. And, located in its 90-pound position, 
it is the perfect training and target crossbow 
for youngsters or first-time shooters.

More compact, maneuverable, and 
lightweight than the competition, it is 
technologically loaded with TenPoint’s 
patented Dry-Fire Inhibitor (DFI), 3 ½-pound 
PowerTouch trigger, and CNC machined 
aluminum barrel, riser, trigger, and sight-
bridge components.

Starting at $399, and delivering TenPoint’s 
renowned power, accuracy, and precision 
performance, there is no better crossbow 
value available anywhere.

To learn more about the remarkable GT Flex
and its companion recurve, the GT Curve, visit
www.tenpointcrossbows.com.

ACUdraw and ACUdraw 50 compatible. 

THE BETTER RECURVE…
AT A PRICE YOU CAN’T IGNORE.

ALSO AVAILABLE…
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becomes apparent. 
Schneider said the company

prides itself on shipping suits no
later than next day. “Our goal, and I
think we’ve hit it the last two sea-
sons, is to never have a backorder. In
fact if we get an order in by 2 p.m., it
will go out the same day.” A large
inventory of suits is kept on hand at
the Cleveland warehouse to enable
that to happen. Still, Schneider is fre-
quently on the phone with Wagnitz
to fine-tune the production process
each fall, as the supply of particular
sizes or styles goes out the door
faster than planned or as the overall
sales surge due to a cold snap.

The veterans at  Midwest Textile
are up to the challenge of meeting
those rush orders, as long as
Schneider remembers they have to
be ordered in increments of 30.
That’s because the assembly process
is geared to producing high volumes
of very precisely sewn suits. Its starts
at a long cutting table where 15 lay-
ers of the quilted material are pulled
off the giant rolls they were shipped
in on, rolls wide enough that two
suits can be cut from each. Sharon
Wusterbarth is the lead cutter and

the assistant plant manager. To help
me understand how production
begins, she pulled out one of the life-
size patterns made in each of the five
stocked sizes. The patterns are per-
forated so when a chalk duster is
tapped along the edge it leaves a
brilliant line to follow on the top
layer. Electric fabric cutters with
long vertical blades are used to zip
along those chalk lines, then the 15-
layer stacks are slid onto carts for
transfer to the sewing area.

In the rear of the 30,000 square
foot sewing plant is a giant sewing
table ringed by heavy duty sewing
and serging machines and their
operators. The stack of cutouts is slid
onto the slick surface of the sewing
table and up to the first station,
where it begins the process of being
joined with the camo exterior and all
the other elements that form a fin-
ished suit. Only once, where the suit
takes a short detour to have snaps
installed, does it leave that surface
before being completed and inspect-
ed. It is then boxed and placed on
pallets for shipping.

The sewing table is also where
the coveralls and booties are pro-
duced. The coveralls enable a
bowhunter who has bought a suit in
the BackLand Adrenaline or Skyline
Apparition pattern, for instance, to

change it to Skyline Horizon for
when all the leaf cover is gone, or to
Snow White for hunting deer or
predators from the snow-covered
ground. Similarly you can buy a
blaze orange coverall for gun season,
or a BackLand Water Fowler coverall
to hunt waterfowl. You can add fully
waterproof booties that slide over
the suit if you’re going to have your
feet in snow or water while you hunt.
A set of non-waterproof insulated
booties come included with each
suit: Using them helps keep dirt and
leaves out of the suit, makes it easier
to slide your booted feet into the
suit, and provides extra insulation
against cold metal treestands.

Over the years The Heater Body
suit itself has been improved, thanks
to feedback from customers, pro
staff members and a company staff
that’s primarily composed of
bowhunters. “Bowhunters demand
that their clothing be designed by
bowhunters,” Schneider said. “The
majority of our staff, including Steve,
who manufactures the suit for us, are
very serious bowhunters.” Schneider
himself is pretty hard-core, estimat-
ing that he bowhunts about 70 days a
year in his native state. “If we can
build a product that’s soft and quiet
enough for bowhunters, then I know
gun hunters will readily accept it.”
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PHOTO LEFT: Sharon Wusterbarth
demonstrates how chalk can be tapped
along the perforations in a pattern, leav-
ing a line to follow. If she was actually
preparing to cut out a new batch, the
sewing table would be stacked 15 layers
high of this pre-quilted material. BELOW:
Carrie Frehse pulls camo onto a cutting
table. The Heater Body Suit uses a quiet
polyester microfiber for the exterior, in
Skyline or BackLand Outdoors patterns.
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Bowhunters are obsessed with
staying quiet, which is why the suit
has such a soft exterior and interior.
Schneider said windproof and
water-resistant laminates always
tend to add noise to a garment
because they’re typically hung
directly inside the outer shell of a
jacket or parka and rustle against it
as the person moves. That’s why The
Heater Body Suit has the laminate
under a layer of soft fabric, which is
noiseless as it moves against the
outer shell. Shoulders of the suit are
now rounded so it’s easier to slip into
and out of. In fact, a properly sized
suit slips right off your shoulders as
you unzip and bring your arms out
of it to reach for the gun or bow,
thanks to the action of the elastic
straps that cross the wearer’s chest.

Wagnitz said one of the biggest
improvements he’s seen in the suit
has been the switch to the Ez Series,
which brought the zipper all the way
down to one foot. (Understand that
your customers won’t be suiting up
at home or at the base of their stand:
These suits are designed for putting
on once you’re safely strapped into
your stand.) The design change
made it much easier for him to get in
and out of the suit. Wagnitz also did-
n’t feel comfortable rolling the suit
into a tight bundle in his treestand so
he could carry it out by the included
straps. He designed an oversized,
quiet knapsack that you can simply
stuff the suit in after dropping it to
the ground, a 3000 cubic inch knap-
sack that is big enough to hold your
binoculars, game calls and lunch as
well. The Serious Hunter’s Knapsack
is a favorite of the Heater Body Suit
Pro Staff members who generally
carry many accessory items into the
woods with them.

From the first year it was sold,
The Heater Body Suit has served its
primary function of keeping hunters
warm so they can sit quiet and be
effective as hunters. So why over the
nine years since it was introduced
hasn’t it become the choice of most
bowhunters? Schneider said it took
him four years of marketing the suit
heavily before he started to see that
there might be a light at the end of
the tunnel. His resources as the

STRIKE FAST. STRIKE TRUE.

NEW LOOK.
NEW DESIGNS.

BE AFRAID.
BE VERY AFRAID.

Circle 147 on Response Card 17
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owner of a successful refrigeration
business were essential to support
heavy consumer advertising cam-
paigns. “Five years ago when I’d be
exhibiting at a sport show, not one
person in ten had heard of The
Heater Body Suit. Now I can go and
seven in ten have.”

Schneider said in the early years
writers he sent the suit to try out
would often admit, at the season’s
end, they had never used it. They
had spent years learning about and
using warm hunting boots and
clothing, so The Heater Body Suit
was a foreign concept. Many times
he’d hear, “Well, it never really got
cold enough to use it.” That answer
frustrated Schneider, because the
suit is really designed for anytime
temperatures will dip to 30 degrees

or cooler. “The biggest misconcep-
tion is that you don’t need this prod-
uct until it is subzero.” The concept
is to wear light outerwear under it, in
part so you can shoot your bow with
the same form in late December that
you practiced with before the season
started. “We call it the one garment
solution from October until
December.” 

Enough outdoor writers and TV
hosts have now taken game while
using the suit that it’s gone from a
curiosity to something Schneider
believes they’d like to spread the
word about. The brand got a big
boost when it was endorsed by Jim
Schockey for use in his Canadian
Whitetail Adventures Saskatchewan

deer camps. 
As a trade magazine editor and

owner I wouldn’t have spent the
morning meeting with Schneider
and Wagnitz if The Heater Suit was
primarily being sold direct to con-
sumers. Schneider got in touch with
ArrowTrade this spring and said after
testing dealer sales in the Midwest,
he was ready to go nation-wide with
a dealer program. He sought our
help in bringing the product to
retailers and particularly in explain-
ing how the 2008 dealer program can
work for archery pro shops and
sporting goods stores. 

You don’t have to sell other hunt-
ing clothing to have success selling
The Heater Body Suit, in fact
Schneider said some of the most
successful retailers have been small
shops. “This is a product where one
suit will sell a second, and two will

18

Suits are assembled along this U-shaped production area
after carts with quilted material and camo covering have
been wheeled into place. In the framed photo above left,
Karen Olejniczak operates a serger to bind two halves of
the suit together. At center, Pam Taylor is sewing the camo
cover and quilted section along the edge. At right, Gail
Rockwell adds a slider to the heavy duty nylon zipper.
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sell four,” he said as avid hunters
began to turn friends on to a new
concept in staying warm and quiet.

And scent-free! Not surprisingly,
Schneider said the enclosure formed
by the suit seems to increase the

effectiveness of scent-killing carbon
suits.

One obstacle Schneider has had
to work around is the suit’s bulki-
ness. It doesn’t look good hanging on
a hanger, and doesn’t sit well on a
shelf. Most stores don’t have room to
set up a manikin with a suit on it,
and he said if they did the petite
manikins that are commonly avail-
able would look lost in these over-
sized suits. He tried developing loop
tapes to run in stores, but not every
hunter wants to watch a screen and
not every retailer wants to listen to
the distraction. Then a friend in the
scent industry suggested he come up
with a counter-top display that car-
ries a miniature suit.

The toddler-sized suit is built by
Midwest Textile exactly like a full-
size one, and the Bast-Durbin
agency that does the company’s
advertising came up with a display
to hold it that quickly answers the
customer’s questions about how the
suits work and need to be sized.
Sizing is important  because you

Circle 165 on Response Card

Sales and marketing, shipping and customer service are handled by this team working
out of the Cleveland, Wisconsin headquarters. Standing are (left to right) Nancy
Kleinhans, Todd Lutze, Karen Schneider (behind her husband) and Lucas Schirmer. To
reach them by phone, call (888) 565-2652.
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need space for the envelope of warm
air to form, and you need proper siz-
ing so the suit slips off your shoul-
ders when a shot opportunity pre-
sents itself. Women and men up to
5’7” inches would order a Medium.
The Large covers 5’8” to 6’, while a
Large Wide is needed for customers
in that range who are over 200
pounds. Tall is for those 6’ to 6’3”
inches, while an Tall Wide is
designed for people of that height
who top 220 pounds.

Those five suits are what
Schneider would like to ship you as an
initial dealer order, along with a free
single coverall in your choice of pat-
tern and a free blaze orange overlay
that snaps on to cover the upper half
of the suit to make it legal for gun sea-
son. If you’re in the northern half of
the U.S. he’ll recommend the wind-
proof version, while in the southeast
most dealers opt for the water resis-
tant model. Having the coverall on
hand lets hunters understand they
can adapt The Heater Suit to other
game or background conditions. The
orange vest sends the signal that this
product works for gun hunters as well.
And the five sizes pretty much guaran-
tees you can fit anyone who comes
through the door. (Well, almost any-
one. If your customer is a giant, they
might require a special order XX

Tall/Wide.) All suits now come in
boxes that carry colorful product
descriptions on two sides.

Schneider believes retail sales
are what are needed to get The
Heater Suit into widespread use, and
he’s set up an offer designed to be
hard to resist. When you place a five
suit initial order and provide a credit
card number, the company won’t
charge the card for 90 days. If you
have stock at the end of the season,
you don’t have to keep them through
winter and spring. You can return the
suits for credit toward your next sea-
son’s order. As with other clothing,
margins are substantial. The price
standard dealers pay provides a 30
percent margin, while volume deal-
ers can earn a 40 percent margin.

While he’s building a dealer net-
work, Schneider plans to continue
direct sales. But he’s pricing those
suits $5 above the MSRP of $319 for
standard suits, $329 for wide or
water-resistant model. Understand
that  shipping adds about $15 more
when consumers buy off the website
at heaterbodysuit.com. “That $20
difference is our commitment to
retailers. If we run a Christmas sale
we will reduce the dealer price
equally so dealers always have that
$20 advantage,” Schneider said. 

No matter how the hunter pur-
chases the suit, it’s backed by the
same risk-free warranty that’s help-
ing The Heater Body Suit move from
curiosity to commonplace. “Buy one.

Wear it hunting. If you get cold, send
it back and we’ll refund your money.”

Editor’s Note: For more informa-
tion or to place your order, call (888)
565-2652.
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Schneider wears the included booties
only on cold days, though they also help
to keep the suit’s interior cleaner. His right
hand is on the toe of a suit that’s had a
coverall snapped onto it. The coveralls
retail for around $90 and allow the cus-
tomer to change to a different camo, to
snow white or blaze orange.

Bowhunters are not
the only buyers of The
Heater Body Suit.
Waterfowl and preda-
tor hunters may also
appreciate how they’re
able to stay warm and
hidden until it is time
to take a shot.

2008 Heater Body Suit Standard Dealer Program
Dealer Stocking Order Purchase: Promotional Products No Charge
(Standard Dealer Pricing)

MSRP COST VALUE
1- Medium HBS $319.95 223.97 1- Blaze Orange Overlay* $18.17
1- Large HBS $319.95 223.97 1- Coverall (Your Choice)* $55.97
1- Large Wide HBS $329.95 230.96 1- Point of Purchase Poster
1- Tall HBS $319.95 223.97 with Mini-Suit $80.00
1- Tall Wide HBS $329.95 230.96 - - 10-minute sales training DVD

w/ ample supply of brochures, etc.
-  3-minute loop commercial on

Dealer Investment: $1,133.83 DVD is available for in-store use
1- 2’ x 4’ Vinyl Banner $30.00
Promotional Products Value $184.14

Terms: 90 days on stocking order with credit card on file, if ordered before 
September 15, 2008.

Heater Clothing will “credit back” any returned “NEW” unsold inventory at end of season.
Standard dealer freight is included at no charge.
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